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DISCLAIMER
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Please carefully read the Whitepaper’s disclaimer section. Noteworthy is that

the information available in this document is not qualified as legal and

financial advice. Do consult with your TAX, legal, or financial advisor or

consultant before making use of any feature or product.

If any damage or loss occurs directly or indirectly to you from the mentioned

information in the document, then PCAP Token team, its influencers, and its

service providers affiliated with its project will not take responsibility for the

respective damage.

The information available in the document may have some forward-looking

statements, so there is no need to take this information as a sought of

commitment. The whitepaper, its website, and affiliate products are neither

regulated nor issued by any legal authority. So, no one can take any legal

action against these based on any regulation or law.
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Executive summary
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PCAP is a financial upheaval all set to change the manner in which clients

execute. This BNB Smart Chain based multi-utility cryptographic assets is the

drive of PCAP Technologies.

PCAP tokens can be used to represent an investor's stake in the company or

they can be used for an economic purpose, just like legal tender. This means

token holders can use them to make purchases or they can trade tokens to

make a profit.
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PCAP TOKEN
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The base blockchain technology of PCAP Token is BEP-20. The functionality

and security of PCAP Token is similar to BNB .

Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain-based decentralized digital platform with
its own cryptocurrency, called BNB. BNB aims to host a global entertainment
system for the cost-effective sharing of digital content.

BNB had now gone global. The platform had more than 50 millions accounts.

PCAP Token is a multi-utility token and can be used in almost all industries. The
list of industries it can be used in includes but is not limited to the following
only:
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• Metaverse
• Gaming
• Software Services
• Real Estates
• Trading
• Hotels
• Finance
• Ticket Bookings



TOKEN DETAILS
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TOKEN SUPPLY
All supply of TOKEN is capped. Therefore, at least, 55% of the Tokens w

ere made available for trading after the successful launch of the network

platform.Team and advisors will get access to the PCAP

TOKENS for distribution after one year of ICO.
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TOKEN INFORMATION

Token Name: Parachain Advanced Protocol

Symbol: PCAP

Total Supply: 10,00,00,000

Decimals: 18

Smart Contract: 0x1Ac274317023646895bf112f9ab6B06963743

47F

Standard: BEP-20



TOKEN FEATURES
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Security
Cryptocurrencies can be stored in special virtual wallets, secured with a

private key. This means that only the holder has access to the accumulated

funds. In order to increase security, the virtual currency owner should

incorporate encryption technology on their storage devices.

No centralization
There are no authorities controlling cryptocurrency flow or quotations.
Virtual currency trading is not located in one single place. This prevents
trading disruptions after hacking attempts. Transaction data is dispersed
across the network as it is stored directly by cryptocurrency holders.

Irreversable transactions
Due to the lack of institutional supervision over the virtual currency
market commissioned transactions cannot be reversed. If error occurs, for
example, incorrect recipient details, there is no organization that can help
with the mistake.
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core committee:

At least 35 management level members will be part ofthis team.

All of them will add value to the project using the wealth of 

their invaluable experience, project management skills and

knowledgebase.

They will mainly have experience related to the

fields/industries already specified in the previous point.

All 35 members in this part of the team will be heavily experienced

finance and ecosystem advisors and consultants.

All of these team members are heavily loaded with the wealth 

of  experience and practical knowledge about thefollowing:

TECHNOLOGY

MARKETING

Gaming

FINANCE

INVESTMENT

ENTREPRENEURSHIP



WALLET

A decentralized cloud-

based system is implemented to achieve this feat to ma

ke sure users do not lose their private key. However, in

case some user does not have that private key to help t

hem gain/regain access to their funds in their wallet.

The main purpose of this application is to help users 

protect their cryptocurrencies in free and trade them at 

affordable cost without requesting personal information.
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BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES
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ROADMAP

Powered by Blockchain and smart contracts, PCAP is developinga

global data-driven platform for theworld.

Roadmap will help you understand the project in detail. You will get 
the idea of future offering by this roadmap.
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2021

Launching of PCAP 
Token on BEP-20 
Standard. Start 
ICO, Start Building 
Community

2022

Release Crypto wallet 

for PCAP Community with 

high security and features, 

Also release multi utility 

mobile app for pcap 

utilization

2023

Release
Dex exchange for
cryptocurrencies.
Increase utilization of
PCAP with
different industries like
automobiles, FMCG, IT
etc.

Release 

Advanved blockchain 

named parachain of PCAP 

for low cost and hassle 

free transactions.

2024

2025

Promote
PCAP Advanced
Parachain and
attract crypto
community to use
PCAP Blockchain to
run high smart
contract and other
Dapps.



FOR MORE INFORMATION:

You can even mail us anytime
at iinfo@pcapnetwork.com or visit our websites
at www.pcap.network
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https://www.facebook.com/pcapnetwork

https://twitter.com/pcapnetwork

You can seek future updates about our project via the following 

social media channels:

Facebook.

Twitter.



PCAP would like tothank everyone for showing interest 

in ourwhitepaper.
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